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Motors are preferably fixed on the floor, as they certainly
receive more attention in this position. Occasionally there
is no alternative but to mount them on brackets or hangers,
or to hang them inverted from the ceiling.

For motors of moderate size it is usual to coach-screw
them to battens, screwed or bolted to the floor. This
again facilitates changing. When they are mounted on
concrete foundations the usual plan is to sink a pair of
battens in the concrete. If suitably placed apart a fairly
large range of motors can be screwed down to them.

When power is required in damp places, such as dye-
houses or milling houses, it is very necessary that the motor
should be outside the actual house. In most cases it is
possible to find an adjoining building into which the shaft
can be extended, but occasionally a small brick lean-to has
been built.

For large motors, say over 50 h.p., which cannot be

easily replaced at short notice, it is advisable to keep a
spare armature and field coil. In the case of a large mill
with a number of similar groups the author recommends
the installation of duplicate motors as far as possible
throughout, keeping one complete motor as a stand-by.
This has been done in a fairly recent case, the motors of
course not being hired but owned by the consumers.

In conclusion, the author, while admitting that there is
very little that is in any way novel in this paper, trusts that
it may be of interest to engineers wishing to obtain a larger
power load by letting motors on hire. He also hopes that
it may lead to an exchange of opinions and experience on
a subject which has not received much attention by the
Institution.

Acknowledgments are due to Mr. H. C. Babb, till recently
Chief Assistant Engineer at Hawick, for valuable assist-
ance in the preparation of the paper.

DlSCUSSIOX BEFORE THE YORKSHIRE LOCAL SECTION, 8 MARCH, 1916.

Mr. Roles. Mr. T. ROLKS : I am particularly interested in this paper
as the electricity-supply undertaking of the Bradford
Corporation was, I believe, the first in this country to
let electric motors on hire, a scheme for this purpose
having been introduced in 1896 by Mr. A. H. Gibbings,
then Borough Electrical Engineer. The hiring scheme
in Bradford is therefore now in its twentieth year, and the
prime cost of motors—both continuous and alternating
—let out on hire at the present time is about £53,000.
Up to the year 1907 only continuous-current motors were
hired out, and machines of this type are still in the
majority. The motors range in size from 300 h.p. down
to ^ h.p., machines of 4^ to 5 h.p., which are largely used
for cranes and hoists, being the most numerous. The hire
rates which the author states are charged at Hawick are
somewhat higher than those in force in Bradford, and I
note that such rates have been increased considerably since
the early days of the undertaking. I believe that our hire
charges have never been increased since the scheme was
inaugurated, nor have they been reduced, except for some
of the larger motors, and I do not think that any general
reduction is likely to be made in the near future, at any
rate for motors up to 10 h.p. Consumers have not been
encouraged to adopt the hire system for motors of over
30 or 40 h.p., as such machines are too bulky to be easily
dealt with, and when for some reason or other a motor
of such size is returned into stock there is a possibility
of its remaining out of commission for some time, during
which, although depreciating in value, it is bringing in
no revenue. Our hire rates were, I believe, based origin-
ally on 10 per cent of the cost of the motors only, the
charges covering the hire of the motor, slide rails, and
starter—we do not supply switches or cut-outs. The
charges were certainly low in view of the prices ruling
in those days, but the idea was apparently to sell current
for power purposes. The figure of 10 per cent is mani-
festly insufficient to cover repairs, maintenance, inspection,
interest, and depreciation. If 15 years be taken as the life
of a motor, a life which can now be safely assumed—as a
matter of fact, there are some motors still on hire in Brad-
ford which have been running for over 15 years—deprecia-
tion would equal nearly 7 per cent, and about 4 per cent

interest should be allowed on the outlay. Under these Mr. Roles,
conditions the average amount to be set aside yearly
for interest and depreciation would be nearly 9 per
cent, leaving only about i£ per cent to cover repairs,
maintenance, and inspection, which is obviously insuffi-
cient for this purpose. I think that the annual charge
should not be less than 15 per cent of the total cost of
the motor, with slide rails and starter. I notice that at
Hawick the rental covers the cost of all maintenance and
renewals. At Bradford such is not the case—I believe
we still charge for brushes. The cost of these to con-
sumers is, however, now very small and is rarely objected
to, but in the past it was often considerable. Again,
any other damage than that due to fair wear and tear
has to be paid for by the hirer. Probably at Hawick
most of the machines are used for textile work, and con-
sequently there is little risk of damage, but at Bradford
the conditions are very different and I may mention as
an instance a motor recently installed in an acid factory.
Although we were assured that there were no acid fumes
which would be likely to have a deleterious effect on the
machine, it had only been in use a month or so before
the windings had become completely ruined. I do not
think that in cases of this description the undertaking
should be at the expense of making the damage good.
From the figures I have previously quoted it will be
gathered that during the first few years the Bradford
motor-hiring scheme was in operation there was little
or nothing left for depreciation after the expendi-
ture on repairs, maintenance, and inspection had been
deducted from the income for hire. We had, therefore,
to pursue the same course as that which I observe has
been adopted at Hawick, and in 1906 a sum of over £7,000
was taken out of the general profits of the undertaking
to cover depreciation on hired motors. Since that time
we have yearly set aside a sum for depreciation purposes,
and the hire department is now in a very satisfactory
position; in fact, taking into consideration the extent to
which the prices of electric motors have increased during
the past two years, there is no doubt that we could
at the present day dispose of our motors at a con-
siderable profit on their present book value. Practically
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»ir. Roles, the whole of the repairs to the motors are carried out at the
works. With a large motor-hiring department it has been
found very necessary to have a person in charge who will
give a considerable amount of time and care to the work ;
and in that way the cost of maintenance, which might other-
wise be very high, can be reduced to a very reasonable
figure. In conclusion, I consider it to be very desirable that
a hiring scheme should be in operation in connection with
an electricity-supply undertaking. Such a scheme is often
the means of enabling an undertaking to secure a new
consumer, and it is undoubtedly an advantage to have
motors in stock so as to be in a position to send one out at
short notice in the event of a gas engine or a steam engine
breaking down. Even if as the result of an occurrence
of this description a permanent consumer is not imme-
diately obtained, the power user's gratitude is earned,
and he tells others of his experience and at a later date
probably decides to adopt electric driving.

Mr. Aiisopp. Mr. C. E. ALLSOPP : In connection with the Bradford
hiring department, in March 1915 the number of con-
tinuous and alternating-current motors on circuit was
2,551, equivalent to 10,309 kw.; of these approximately
1,100 were on hire, representing 4,139 kw. The latest
returns (February I9i6)show 1,262 motors on hire, repre-
senting 7,337 kw., an increase of 162 motors or 3,198 kw.
in less than 12 months. This increase, of course, is rather
abnormal and is due to munition and other works mainly
engaged on the production of war material. The stock of
motors that we generally keep in Bradford is somewhat
large. We have at the present time some 250 motors,
varying from \ h.p. to 100 h.p. in the case of continuous
current and 1 h.p. to 300 h.p. for alternating current.
Motors of less than 1 h.p. we do not consider should be
dealt with to any great extent, because the amount of
repairs necessary and their low efficiency do not recom-
mend their use. As Mr. Roles has said, the hire charges
are somewhat similar to those at Hawick, and we have
found that no great opposition has been met upon this
score because the rental forms a very small percentage
of the consumer's total bill for electricity and hire. For
instance, taking a 10-h.p. motor rented at £8 per annum
and running at a load factor of 80 per cent during ordinary
mill hours, the total charges, with electricity at id. per
unit, would be in the neighbourhood of £80 per annum,
the rental representing 10 per cent. If a consumer does
not wish to pay the hire charges he has the option of
buying the motor, and if he complains of the hire charges
the motor is offered to him on favourable hire-purchase
terms or direct sale. Our charges also provide for the
temporary hire of motors and starters, and these charges
are useful if a consumer's motor breaks down and he
requires assistance for a week or so. In connection with
hoisting motors above ground-level, if a consumer wishes
to take the machine up in his own conveyance, such as
a crane or hoist, he is at liberty to do so, but if he
does not care to do this he is charged according to
our table. The author has dealt briefly with the ques-
tion of hire agreements; more information would be
useful because an agreement covering all the various points
that may come up in dispute is highly necessary. Each
motor on hire at Bradford carries a numbered plate, such
plate stating that the motor is the property of the Corpora-
tion, and also giving its weight, the last item being essential

to enable the motor fixer to choose his tackle for handling Mr. Aiisopp.
and fixing the machine. We find that a 6-hour test is more
than sufficient, and in a good many cases the machines have
reached their final temperature at the end of 4 hours. We
have the usual method of testing, i.e. back to back for a load
test, and the brake test with spring balance for ascertaining
efficiencies. In order to overcome the difficulty of the
various sizes of pulleys and shafts we have a set of testing
pulleys, the diameters increasing in steps of half an inch
with interchangeable bushes, the bores of which increase
in eighths of an inch. It is highly necessary to have a very
vigilant repair staff and the men should possess intimate
knowledge of general motor windings and rewinding, and
should have sufficient technical knowledge for minor cal-
culations. Generally speaking, we find that coils can be
easily made in our own shops at a very much lower cost
than if purchased and to give equal satisfaction. Our
experience has been that the number of breakdowns is in
direct proportion to the number of men we take off inspec-
tion. In regard to reducing the mica on commutators, I
should like to give a word of warning from our own
experience that this must be carried out very cautiously ;
if effected too deeply, it will cause lodgment* of carbon
dust and dirt and result in short-circuits. The Bradford
motor inspectors are provided with uniforms, the latter
having a number on each collar. A systematic record is
made to ensure the motors being inspected regularly, and
the time, etc., is booked to each motor. Reports of trouble
received at the works are entered up specially and receive
attention from the superintendent in charge of the works,
who deals with them specially or otherwise as he deems
necessary. These occurrences are entered up separately
and posted against the inspector on whose round the faulty
motor is situated; and periodically these records are re-
viewed and, if necessary, the man is asked for an explana-
tion of the great number of calls that have been received
from consumers in his district. This procedure ensures
that the inspector does his work to the best of his ability.
With reference to starters, in Bradford we have an atmo-
sphere that is more or less humid and full of acids, and we
have found the sand-box type of starter with the resistance
embedded in sand to give great satisfaction. We have
endeavoured from time to time to standardize our starters
and have succeeded in some instances in doing so. It is
quite possible to standardize starters from 5 to 20 h.p. with
interchangeable overload and no-volt coils. With reference
to the use of ball-bearings and roller bearings on hired
motors, we have every reason to be perfectly satisfied with
our experience at Bradford with the numerous machines
so fitted up to 150 h.p. Ball bearings were discussed in
December 1912 in a lecture given by Professor Goodman
before this Local Section, and our experience at Bradford
fully bears out Professor Goodman's remarks. Ball bear-
ings are satisfactory if treated and mounted correctly, the
great fault with the early patterns being that the manu-
facturers did not realize that they were fitting them to a
machine that had different characteristics from those which
they had experienced previously, viz. that the heating first
took place in the shaft from the armature and that the
clearance adopted did not allow for the resultant expansion
of the inner races. Greater clearances are now allowed,
and if the bearings are properly mounted there is every
reason to believe that they will give satisfaction. The

36*
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Mr. Aii«opp. bearing manufacturers advocate that, up to 30 h.p., balls
of the medium type should be used, and over that size the
short roller bear ing 'wi th thrust washers on motors over
7 h.p. to take the end thrust that is experienced due to belt
fasteners and other causes. In considering air-gaps of
electric motors one has to take into consideration magnetic
leakage and the usual rise of speed of continuous-current
motors, and also what becomes a very vital matter in the
case of al ternat ing-current machines, viz. the efficiency and
power factor. By adopt ing ball bearings the air-gap can
be considerably reduced, with very good results. W e have
had considerable trouble with white-metal bearings and we
have decided in many cases to change them for gunmetal
bearings of a known mixture. One has to consider that the
consumer is apt to run the belt of a hired motor too tightly
and put undue stress and strain on the bearings, with the
result that white-metal bearings soon run out. T h e cost of
brush renewals at Bradford, for the number of motors
already stated, is only in the neighbourhood of ^ 1 6 a year.
T h e mica is cut down on only a few machines which will not
otherwise operate well, but I consider our low cost of brushes
to be due to the use of the box type of brush-holder with
brushes of extra bear ing depth . My experience is that the
radial brush is a thing of the past. W e have 40 different
sizes of brushes, and owing to our at tempts at standardiza-
tion, some of the brushes cover as many as 30 different sizes
and makes of machines. A considerable amount of work
was undertaken some years ago and a number of machines
having badly designed brush-gear were taken in hand, the
object being to increase the size of the brush and its wear-
ing depth . In some cases it was possible to increase the
length of $ in. to 2 in. and to increase the useful bearing
length from f i n . to i£ in. The total cost of this work on
274 machines including castings and machinery was only
^127, and this amount has been recovered many times over
since the work was completed.

Mr. Mr. R. H. CAMPION : I think this paper shows what can
Campion. ^ e ^one m a s m a n town with very few inhabitants and no

tramway load. It is astonishing to notice how much
human nature enters into so many points with regard to
hiring schemes. W h a t impressed me in the paper was the
rapidity with which a fault on a motor is a t tended to.
Tha t a small place like Hawick can have two men on
emergency calls shows that it is profitable to do so,
although I should not have considered it to be a com-
mercial proposition unless the men lived near the works.
It also shows the esprit dc corps which there is among the
staff. I have always found in the case of motor-hiring
depar tments that if one can train a carpenter I K is the best
man to have for this work. Other points to De borne in
mind in connection with the letting on hire of motors are
that it is not worth while hiring out motors for cranes and
hoists, and that it is not of much use to cater for small
loads unless one is thereby going to get other business. I
was very interested in the question of ball bearings. I
have not had much experience of ball bearings on motors,
but have used them on other shafts and find the repairs
to be very cos t ly ; one is also handicapped by not being
able to fit balls in when one ball is worn, as the whole
bearing has to be returned to the makers. Some 15
years ago we tried roller bearings on t ramcars with very
disastrous results, and since then I have hardly come
across a roller bearing.

Mr. W . B. W O O D H O U S E : T h e commercial side of the Mr.
matter dealt with by the author appeals to me most. I t W o o d h o u s eJ
appears that something like half the motors connected
to the Hawick electric supply mains are let on hire.
T h e author has regarded this business as a means of
developing the supply, and the results justify his policy.
The principle of making an inclusive charge for the various
services rendered is sound ; small additional charges are
vexatious and produce little revenue. It would be in-
teresting if the author would state in his reply the average
period of hire. T h e hiring business deals with two broad
classes of users, emergency work and ' continuous hiring,
and it would be of value to know the proportion of each.

Mr. W. M. SELVEY : T h e remarks of a previous speaker Mr Seivey,
are very different from the views expressed in the paper,
and in each case the opinion is that of an engineer con-
trolling a very successful business ; but whilst one charges
20 per cent of the capital cost (giving, however, an overall
service) the other charges only 10 per cent. T h e latter
undertaking is about three times the size of the former,
and probably this is the real explanation of the discrep-
ancy. Looking for underlying tendencies, one is struck
with the remarks to-night on the subject of inspection.
T h e author has built up a business rapidly get t ing larger
and the procedure in which is almost standard, and the
load is altered not in kind but only in degree. Mr. Allsopp
on the other hand has to deal with a much more complex
load. It pays the author to wait until troubles occur, and
it pays Mr. Allsopp to anticipate troubles. T h e author 's
way is truly British, but I think that Mr. Allsopp's method
is the only possible one for the future. I should like to
hear how the author settles the size of the motor to be
installed, and how he guards against its being overloaded.
I take it he has one meter per consumer and possibly an
ammeter per motor, but this is very little protection
against overload. Has he installed any device to show
the maximum demand on a motor ? I see he is continually
changing a smaller motor for a larger one. In the early
days of squirrel-cage motors where it was often left to the
contractor to settle the size of motor, motors were put in
so large that the average power factor came out incredibly
low. This of course does not affect the author at present .
On the other hand, motors are now often too small. This
rat ing has been affected by general experience, and I
believe in numerous cases the average load on a motor
including overloads is under 60 per cent. This considera-
tion equally applies to many small generators . T h e
consequence is that if many types of plant were kept on
full load for 8 or 10 hours and then made to do their rated
25 per cent overload for 2 hours, they would burn out or
otherwise fail.

Mr. W . L A N G : There is, just one mat ter Jthat has not Mr. Lang,
been touched on to-night that I should like to refer to.
I mean the difficulties which arise with the Electrical
Contractors ' Association whenever a Corporation takes up
the letting on hire of motors or the carrying out of
electrical work. I should like to hear the author 's opinion
on that subject, al though he has probably had no trouble
of that kind in Hawick.

Mr. E. BALMFORD : On page 565 the author says that Mr
consumers who possess their own motors are now usually Balmford-
advised to insure them with an insurance company whose
rates are quite modera te . I should like to know if the
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company with which he is connected insure their own
Baimforci. motors, a n ( j ) jf not, what is the procedure in the case

of a fire or other' similar accident on a consumer's
premises. That is to say, who is responsible for the
motor ?

Mr. Wright. Mr. H. H. WRIGHT : The first point I wish to refer to is
that the rents charged by the hiring company appear to be
exceedingly high. The rents charged by most of the
municipalities in this district are very much lower than
those charged by the hiring company, which represent
something like three to four years' purchase. What
strikes me is that, taking this fact into consideration,
the profit made by the company is not larger. It may
be due to the capital cost of the motors being rather
high, or to the undertaking being a smaller one than
some of the municipal undertakings referred to. The
author mentions on page 564 the period of hire. It is
more usual and, in my opinion, the better arrangement
to make the minimum period of hire 12 months ; one
knows exactly where one is in that case and there is
no possibility of any dispute. The last speaker antici-
pated a question I was going to ask, namely, insurance
against fire. I think I am right in saying the Bradford
Corporation insure their own motors, but that they
charge the cost of the insurance against the hirer. I
should like to know whether that is correct. On page 565
the author also mentions insurance against breakdown.
In my opinion it does not pay to insure motors with an
insurance company provided that they are reasonably
looked after. The insurance rates for insuring motors
against breakdown work out at something like 5 or 6 per
cent on the capital cost, and I know of many cases where
there have been absolutely no breakdowns for very long
periods. The author does not mention how much depre-
ciation he allows for, and I should like to know the
amount. Also, I entirely agree with what Mr. Allsopp
said in regard to white-metal bearings. Such bearings
give one no warning. If a bearing gets hot due to want
of oil or other reason, the white metal runs out practically
instantly and the armature falls down on to the poles,
resulting in damage to the binding wires or perhaps
worse. Phosphor bronze on the other hand gives a
certain amount of warning and time to renew the bear-
ings. I think that at least 90 per cent of breakdowns
are due to oil and dirt getting on to the windings. The
author does not say how he treats his armature windings
when he has repaired or wound the armature. Does he
treat them by the vacuum impregnation process? I find
this to be a good insurance against breakdown. Also, I
am rather surprised that he does not inspect his motors
in a more systematic manner. Possibly that is, as Mr.
Selvey pointed out, due to the fact that the concern is
perhaps just on the border line where such an inspection
does not pay. If the business were to grow, no doubt
inspection would have to be carried out. On the question
of economizing in brushes, with high-speed motors I have
always found it to be not good practice to recess the mica
unless a hard quality of brush is used. Soft brushes are
quickly worn away if the mica is recessed. With moderate-
speed motors it is perhaps better to recess the mica. The
author does not give us any idea what form of agreement
he makes with the hirers. There is one point which is
very important, namely, to insert a clause whereby, in

case of bankruptcy of the hirer, the landlord cannot dis- Mr.Wright
train upon the motor ; such a clause should be inserted at
the end of the agreement and the landlord's signature
obtained.

Mr. W. E. BURXAND (communicated): Whilst not directly Mr.
comparable with the author's, my experience being with
alternating-current machines, in many particulars no doubt
this will apply. The chief point of difference is that with
the alternating-current motor, especially of the short-cir-
cuited rotor type, brush and commutator troubles and
maintenance are avoided, which, especially in the case
of small machines, will mean a considerable percentage
saving in maintenance. The firm with which I am con-
nected has practically no ordinary hire business, nearly all
ours being hire purchase, the price to buy the motor at
any time being reduced by the whole of the first quarter's
rent and half of each subsequent quarter's rent, till finally
the motor automatically becomes the hirer's property, the
period for this being between 5 and 8 years according to
the size of the motor. Examples of the rates charged are
as follows, per quarter, payable in advance :—1 h.p., 19s. ;
3 h.p., 25s. ; 5 h.p., 33s. 6d.; 10 h.p., 48s.; 20 h.p., 75s.
Considering that just over half of these amounts goes
towards the purchase of the motor, it will be seen that
the rates are substantially lower than those quoted by the
author. I do not think, therefore, that this business
would be of any use to contractors to hire at these rates, but
as we are manufacturers and hire only locally, the business
pays us quite well. The rates do not include fixing and
connecting up as in the author's case, which probably
accounts for part of the difference, the hirer in our case
paying for wiring, main switch, and the cost of fixing the
motor. For less than a year a higher rate is charged.
The rates include maintenance, but do not cover break-
down due to accidental injury, although in practice we
interpret this very liberally. At the same time when it
happens, as has been the case in several instances, that
damage to the motor has occurred owing to employees
dropping turnings, twist drills, and bolts into the motor,
the hirer has to pay for the cost of putting this right.
We do a considerable number of repairs on continuous-
current armatures as well as to our own alternating-
current machines. For locating a short-circuited coil
on an armature, we have fitted up a high-frequency
machine delivering alternating current :it 400 periods,
and by means of this can get practically full voltage
across the armature coils or the field magnets without
running the motor. We have found this to be a very
great improvement over the usual methods for locating
faulty coils, which give much less than the working
voltage across the coils. The saving in brushes and com-
mutator wear mentioned by the author through under-
cutting the mica is particularly striking, and the fact that
this saving is obtained rather points to the mica having
been hard and the brushes somewhat soft, but there is no
doubt that in most instances there is a very marked im-
provement by undercutting the mica. This cutting out of
the mica should be done in the form of a V, since if the
mica is removed with a hacksaw that fits between the com-
mutator segments a space is left which is too readily
bridged over by carbon dust, thereby possibly causing
trouble owing to short-circuits. Regarding the third
paragraph under the heading "The Choice of a Motor,"
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Mr.
Burnand

I am surprised to note that ball bearings are condemned
as most unsatisfactory ; we adopted them after careful
experiments for our hiring-out motors, as giving less
trouble than oil-well bearings. With the latter we found
that hirers were equally divided between those who oiled
the motors every day and those who only oiled them when
the bearings seized. Ball bearings with a good initial
supply of grease and only a small grease lubricator got
us out of this difficulty. The supply of grease in the
housing is sufficient to run the motor for about two years
without trouble, and by having only small grease cups
the hirer can only get a very limited amount of grease
into the bearing. The great thing with ball bearings is
that everything must be in perfect alignment and perfectly
true, and that no grit or dirt must get into the bearing.
Provided that this be attended to, our experience is that
such bearings are perfectly satisfactory. Regarding the
trouble caused by wear of bearings, I think this is due
mostly to faulty design or usage. With ball bearings
mounted quite true, there is no appreciable wear in
several years of use, and with oil-well bearings, if these are
sufficiently long and properly lubricated, the wear hardly
seems to be perceptible. For instance, we have had
motors of the oil-well type run 9 years at 1,450 r.p.m. and
on examination there has been no perceptible wear, the
full length of the bearing not having been polished up.
This shows that under proper conditions the shaft is
actually floating on a film of oil, under which conditions
the metallic wear should be exceedingly small. I am
strongly in favour of a direct drive, as this does away
with the space taken up by the main drive and saves two
main pulleys as well as the belt, in addition to a certain
amount of friction. It is very necessary that the men
fixing these direct drives should be considerably above
the average as regards ability and be carefully coached
into getting absolutely perfect alignment, otherwise trouble
is certain to follow. I am inclined to think that the floor
is usually the worst position for a motor, certainly in the
case of alternating-current motors, and wherever possible
up to 20 h.p. such motors should be mounted on a wall
out of the way. I do not think it is realized what a good
foundation a reasonably sound wall makes, and provided
that the motor be well balanced we seldom think of
mounting anything less than 10 h.p. on the floor if
there is a wall available, and in some cases even up to

1 20 h.p., with in every case favourable results. A motor

thus mounted and connected with a direct-coupled shaft
gives advantages in the way of efficient power transmis-
sion that cannot be obtained by any engine drive, and is
worth the slight extra trouble, since a firm used to this class
of drive will seldom take up an engine drive afterwards.

Mr. Harmer. Mr. A. F. HARMER (communicated) : The undertaking
in which I am interested has run a motor hire department
for about the same time (since 1903) as the author's. Of
course, here (London) the proportion of factories, or users
of motors, to the general population is not so great as in
the North. It is interesting to note that whilst we have 2J
times the number of motors out on hire and hire purchase,
the total horse-power is only nine-tenths of the author's,
the average horse-power being 3-5 approximately. The
rates are very similar and, like the author's, have been
raised from time to time. The average horse-power of the
hire-purchase motors in the paper seems very large. In

Table 2 is it necessary to have so many different sizes ? Mr. Harme
I should think that the i\, 3$, 4J, 6, 7, 9 and 18 h.p. sizes
might be dispensed with. Our experience goes to show
that one should be generous in the size of a motor applied
to any machine and not reduce the horse-power too much
if one wants to keep the maintenance down ; hence very
many sizes are not required. The most popular sizes here
are i, 2, 3, and 5 h.p. There is little call here for motors
over 15 h.p. ; nearly all cases can be arranged in small
groups; moreover, anything over 15 h.p. is very costly
stock to.keep idle. The author's opinion on cut-outs for hire
work would be of interest. Our experience is that any
type requiring other than ordinary fuse-wire is an annoy-
ance, causing delay owing to the special replacements not
being to hand, etc.; moreover, the expense is greater.
Starting switches cannot be prevented from sticking over
from time to time, and hirers do by no means always see
that the handle is put back before closing the main switch
again. I agree with the author that practically all repairs
and replacements should be free. I should like to know
the author's average cost of installing a motor, including
delivery and return. A large business is done here in what
one might call temporary hire, that is, for builders' hoists,
mortar-pans, etc., on a monthly basis. In testing, I notice
the author uses a dynamo with, presumably, a tub or
resistance as load ; we gave this up some years back in
favour of the Walker fan dynamometer. We have the
6-h.p. and the 6o-h.p. sizes, so that any horse-power be-
tween J and 6o can be tested. These are extremely
convenient and quick to rig up, and can of course be left
running for as long as required without any of the varia-
tions one gets with tubs, etc. Admittedly they are rather
dangerous and should only be fitted and used by a very
careful operator, and, if left running, the motor under test
should be in a place inaccessible to unauthorized persons.
I do not agree with the author in the use of gib-head keys
for pulleys ; not only is there a tendency for a man to drive
these in unremovably tight, but the projecting head is a
source of danger when the motor is running. I find
nothing better, in all ways, than a feather fitted in a blind
slot in the shaft and held down with a grub or set-screw.
I agree with the author in keeping as much as possible to
one type of motor ; this enables one to keep spare arma-
tures, etc., without a great and varied stock. The author
seems to be able to change motors in an exceedingly short
space of time ; I presume the time given is after the spare
motor is on the spot. I see that he is troubled with
starters and does not think much of them in general; I
heartily agree with him. Regarding inspection, I find that
the neglect of this at frequent intervals causes an enor-
mous amount of trouble. Quite a number of hirers allow
brushes to wear down and spark, without taking any notice
of it until the motor shuts down ; also too much oil or
none at all is 'constantly occurring. Very few hirers take
pride in keeping the motor in the cleanly state the author
mentions, particularly in the more domestic trades. We
had no projecting mica until about 1910, and then only
with a certain type of motor of a certain make. The
mica of any motor of this type is always cut out as the
opportunity occurs. As a general practice on other types
we do not consider it to be necessary. I should like to
know the author's method of recessing ; we use a narrow
parting tool in the slide worked along the lathe-bed by
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Mr. Harmer. hand ; it seems a very slow process, a io-h.p armature
taking about 3 to 4 hours, including turning up. Com-
plaints occur from hirers regarding the singing noise the
motor makes after recessing. Has the author had any
trouble from short-circuited segments due to carbon or
other dust lodging in the recess ? I agree with him
regarding the price and speed of motors, and I find the
most suitable speed to be 1,000 to 1,200 r.p.m. up to 5 h.p.,
and 700 to 800 r.p.m. for the larger sizes.

Mr. joieph. Mr. H. JOSEPH (in reply): I am very much interested in
Mr. Roles' description of the methods adopted at Brad-
ford. Their charges as I understand are considerably
lower than ours for the smallest sizes of motors, but rather
higher for the larger ones. On the average they are
appreciably lower, but they do not undertake as much as
we do. We practically insure the drive. Our power
consumers at Hawick are busy producing woollen fabrics
and prefer to hand over their electric drive to the supply
authority rather than be troubled with it at all. We do
not consider it to be good policy to quibble about possible
misuse. If consumers neglect their motors their mills
may be stopped for an hour or two. We get them to
appoint a man in each department to look after its motor
or motors. I think Mr. Roles would do better to provide
the whole equipment and be responsible for all main-
tenance, charging a little more for hire. It seems curious
to charge for such a small item as brushes.

Mr. Allsopp's remarks are particularly interesting, and
I think that some of the particulars in which the Brad-
ford system differs from ours are mostly due to the
difference in the relative sizes of the undertakings. I
cannot help thinking, however, that his elaborate scale of
charges for hoisting are rather unnecessary. Our terms
for temporary hire are the same as for longer periods, but
the hirer pays all costs for installation and removal.
Mr. Allsopp rightly asks if full provision is made in the
motor-hire agreement for all probable contingencies. I
think this agreement is quite adequate. It was drawn up
with the assistance of the best legal advice and contains a
clause under which the hirer undertakes to include the
motor in his fire policy. There is also a clause safe-
guarding the supply company against distraint in the
event of bankruptcy. I note that the Bradford Corpora-
tion use numbered plates on which the weight of the
motor is stated. I consider this to be an excellent plan.
We of course fix a plate indicating that the motor is
the property of the supply company, and we propose to
paint on each motor particulars of its weight. It is cer-
tainly very useful to have this information to facilitate
the selection of the proper tackle. If our motor-hire
business were on the scale of that at Bradford we should
certainly wind our own coils, but I have carefully con-
sidered this point and have come to the conclusion that,
for the comparatively small number of rewinds with which
we have to deal, the initial outlay and the large and varied
stocks of wire required would not be justified. Mr. Allsopp,
and one or two other speakers, seem to think inspection
essential to success. I can only repeat that we have tried
it at Hawick and found that it does not pay to inspect
all motors periodically. That this is not the case in a
large district with various classes of trades is quite prob-
able. Inspection at Hawick is largely rendered unnecessary
because we have got our consumers into the way of letting

us know at once if a motor begins to spark badly or other- Mr. Joseph,
wise to behave in an abnormal manner. We also get the
men in charge into the habit of spending a short time
once a week cleaning the machines and examining the
brushes. Some of the smaller users, however, cannot be
relied on to give much attention to their motors, and we
therefore keep a more careful watch on these motors our-
selves. It would be interesting to know what it costs the
Bradford Corporation merely to inspect their motors
apart from repairs.

A good deal has been said by various speakers on the
subject of ball bearings. It would be idle to deny the
advantages of this kind of bearing from many points
of view. But from the aspect of the maintainer they
have one great disadvantage, namely, the difficulty in
removing the armature when a quick repair is necessary.
One can only judge by one's own experience, and we have
usually had considerable difficulty in withdrawing the
ball races. We have also found them very liable to wear,
broken balls and scoured races being by no means un-
common. Probably a good gunmetal bearing is prefer-
able to white-metal, but the former if it does seize is
difficult to get off the shaft, and may even have to be split
before it can be removed.

Mr. Allsopp's condemnation of radial brush-gear is
clearly a confusion of terms, since he praises the box
type which is the type referred to in the paper under the
heading " Choice of a Motor." He evidently means radial
with respect to the brush spindle, while I mean radial
with regard to the armature shaft. I was astonished to
hear the low cost of brushes at Bradford. I understand
that it is due largely to using brushes which are as long as
possible, since the length wasted is a large proportion of
the whole. This is a point that needs investigation. At
Hawick we have also fitted new brush-gear to a number of
motors with very considerable success.

I have to thank Mr. Campion for his remarks. The way
we are able to have men available for emergency calls is
indicated in the paper, namely, by having all outside men
trained for motor work. In case of a motor breakdown
they are taken away from other jobs if necessary, and can
usually be called in by telephone.

I am glad to note that an engineer of Mr. Woodhouse's
standing and experience agrees with what I regard as one
of the most important points in our system, namely, to
ignore all possible extra charges and to make the motor
rental cover all contingencies. This policy was adopted
by my predecessor, Mr.. Rye, under whose auspices the
hire system was inaugurated, and I have continued on the
same lines in this respect, being convinced that it is good
business. Regarding the average period of hire, a motor
usually continues to be hired until it is replaced by a
larger one. In hosiery mills it pays the hirer better to add
to existing groups than to pay for the hire of two motors.
At a rough estimate a motor probably remains on one
drive for an average of five years, after which it comes
back into stock and is overhauled. It is not long as a
rule before it is out on hire again. The bulk of the motors
are on what Mr.Woodhouse refers to as continuous hiring.
Emergency drives average three to six months. The cost
of such motors, as well as the rentals received from them,
are excluded from the tables in the paper. They form a
very small proportion of the total.
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Mr. Joseph. Mr. Selvey mentions, I think, the radical cause of some
of the differences of procedure at Bradford and Hawick.
Later on he asks how we settle the size of the motor to be
installed and how we safeguard its immunity from over-
load. For normal drives we know by experience the
horse-power required for a given machine or group of
machines. When we are called on to drive a new class of
machinery we can only guess at.the power required, and
install a motor of which the size is on the liberal side.
Owing to our system of fixing, a motor can be easily
changed if on test it is found to be too large or too small.
For motors of 20 h.p. and over, an ammeter is permanently
fixed. For smaller ones a standard cut-out is used, for
which we have made an ammeter shunt that is inter-
changeable with the porcelain-bridge fuse. By temporarily
short-circuiting the cut-out, the shunt can be inserted and
withdrawn without stopping the motor. We have got
consumers into the way of informing us when they add
extra machinery, in order to enable us to take a test.

In reply to Mr. Lang's question re contractors, I would
inform him that owing largely to the geographical position
of Hawick, situated as it is 50 milesWrom any town of con-
siderable size, we do not come in contact to any extent
with contractors. When this has occurred we have
always experienced courteous treatment, and manufac-
turers do not attempt to induce consumers to purchase ,
their machines direct and discard their hired motors. We
are allied to a powerful company and it would be an
unwise policy for any manufacturer to attempt to do so.

Mr. Balmford asks about insurance. Consumers owning
motors are advised to insure them against breakdown.
Hirers must insure them only against fire. Our agreement
expressly makes the hirer responsible.

Mr. Wright expresses surprise that with the compara-
tively high rentals charged the profit is not higher. This,
as pointed out in the paper, is largely due to the high cost
and low rentals of motors during the first few years. This
slate of affairs is continually improving. We have not
found any difference in the behaviour of high-speed and
low-speed machines as regards recessing mica. Most of
the brushes in use on motors at Hawick are on the hard
side.

Mr. Burnand's hire-purchase system is very interesting,
but it is difficult to see how it can be profitable to him.
The maintenance costs of about 6 per cent at Hawick are,
we consider, fairly moderate, and unless Mr. Burnand is
much more successful than we are, one would imagine that
he would hardly clear 5 per cent on his capital outlay. If
such favourable terms are necessary to procure a good
motor load no doubt they are justified, but as we have
succeeded in selling nearly 3 million units last year at
Hawick with a population of under 17,000 largely owing
to our motor load, it does not appear that in our town at
any rate the hire charges are such as to militate against a

good motor load. One wonders whether Mr. Burnand Mr. jo»eph
would not be at least as successful if he raised his rates by
50 per cent and let his consumers drop twist drills into his
motors with impunity. I am afraid I do not agree with
him that mica should be cut in a V shape. Our experience
has certainly been that where this is done the radial flakes of
mica lying.against the sides of the commutator bar very soon
have a tendency to rise again and interfere with sparkless
commutation. I think that if the depth of cut is restricted
to say 1/32 in. or thereabouts, there is no danger of carbon
dust accumulating. While admitting that from the point
of view of economy in space, as well as of saving in power,
a direct drive is preferable to belting, the peculiar local
conditions at Hawick referred to in the paper practically
preclude the former method for such general work as is
dealt with in the paper. We prefer to place motors on
the floor where possible because they receive more atten-
tion in this position. If a man has to get a ladder to
attend to a motor it is liable not to receive the periodic
inspection and cleaning which we have got most users in
our district to give the motors they hire.

I am glad to find that Mr. Harmer's hire rates are
similar to ours. The reason so many odd sizes of motors
are scheduled is because some of these sizes such as
2J, 3§, and 4J h.p. are standard outputs of certain makes
of motors at the Hawick voltage, and a considerable
number of such sizes were in use before the scale of
charges was standardized. Nearly all the motors on hire
purchase are in use in one large mill where very large
groups were considered to be necessary. The hire-
purchase system is not a standard arrangement and is not
being continued, but it was peculiar to this mill and I
think to one other small consumer. These figures were
isolated in order to prevent the other two-sets from showing
a false average. I am glad Mr. Harmer mentions cut-outs,
because our experience in this matter may be of some
interest. After a long series of troubles with porcelain-
bridge cut-outs blowing to pieces on a dead short-circuit,
we have adopted during the last few years the simple
device of drawing a copper fuse-wire through a piece of
woven asbestos tubing. This so successfully damps the arc
that fuses may be blown on a dead shorr-circuit without any
injury to the cut-outs. The average cost of installing and
removing a motor of say 6 h.p. at Hawick is about £2 to
£2 10s. The method of testing in use is to take current from
the supply mains for running the motor and return it to
the system from the dynamo, which is fitted with a field
rheostat. The time given in the paper for changing
a motor includes taking the spare motor from stock. This
is usually done on a motor lorry and does not waste any
time, for it is generally available for fixing by the time the
other one is removed from its bed. Mica is cut with an
old hack-saw blade suitably mounted, or a piece of " comb ''
such as is used in the local spinning mills.

WESTERN LOCAL SECTION, 3 APRIL, 1916.

Mr. Proctor. Mr. H. F. PROCTOR : I notice from Table 4 that the
cost of maintenance has increased from 0*2 per cent of the
capital cost in 1903 to 6*2 per cent in 1915, and that
the author believes it has now practically found its level.
I think, however, it would be very interesting, and most

instructive, if he could give figures splitting up the cost of Mr. Proctor,
maintenance; I believe that it will be found to vary
according to the sizes of the motors, and I should like to
know if he could give it in pounds, shillings, and pence, or
on the basis of percentage of the capital cost for different
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ir. Proctor, sizes of motors. I think the cost of maintenance of large
motors would prove to be less, in proportion, than that of
small machines, and that much of the cost would be made
up of small items. It would depend on the class of parts
supplied and the number of breakdowns, rather than upon
the size of the plant affected. I myself do not feel com-
petent to discuss this matter, as, although we have a
number of motors on hire in Bristol, we do not maintain
them, we put the cost of maintenance on the consumer.
The author mentions having written down the capital
cost at different times. I think it would increase the
value of the table in question if he could give us the
original cost, instead of the written-down cost. For ex-
ample, in the year 1912 the capital cost appears to be lesi
than in the year 1911, which apparently indicates that he
hasi written down in that year. I notice one very inter-
esting point, namely, that the author says he never disputes
liability in the event of a breakdown. This was one point
that we considered very carefully when we were con-
templating the hiring of motors in Bristol. We were
afraid that if we undertook the maintenance of the motors
it might lead to carelessness on the part of the customers,
or rather of their employees. I should like to ask the
author whether he has always undertaken the mainten-
ance, or whether it has been subsequent to the operation
of a simple hire arrangement; and if the latter, whether
the motors are as well cared for by the customers since
they were relieved of the cost of maintenance. In Bristol,
we let motors out on simple hire only, but a customer may
take over the machine at an agreed depreciation at any
time he pleases. We have often found that a man will
hire a motor in the first instance, and directly he has
proved that the equipment is to his satisfaction, he
buys it.

Mr. E. G. OKELL : I should like to know whether the
author places any limit to the size of motors offered for
hire, and also, following Mr. Proctor's request for the
classification of the cost of maintenance of different sizes,
to know the character of the maintenance that is most
expensive. In regard to repairs to field coils, I should
like the author to explain why it is considered advisable
to avoid soldered connections if possible.

Mr. P. F. CRINKS : I should like to hear other opinions
on the question of motors for damp places. The author
says it is very necessary to put the motor outside the
actual house, and he recommends putting it in an ad-
joining building and extending the shaft. I should like to
know his reason for this. I think I should be inclined to
install a totally enclosed or pipe-ventilated motor, as by
the other arrangement the losses are bound to be very
heavy. It seems to me that motors of this class would
make a more satisfactory, and probably a cheaper arrange-
ment, but I should like to know what the author's experi-
ence has been.

Mr. A. C. MCWHIRTER : Regarding the equipment of
the author's workshop the details of which he has given
so minutely, I do not see any mention of a drying stove
for drying out the machines, etc., a part of the equipment
which I consider to be very essential. It would be
interesting to know how many contractors there are in
Hawick, as according to the paper the supply company
leave very little opportunity for competition. In connec-
tion with short-circuited coils and armature faults, the

Mr. Okell.

Mr Crinks.

Mr.
McWhirter.

author states that a coil can be cut out when the armature Mr.
is lap wound. Why cannot it be done when the armature McWhirt«.
is wave wound ? In regard to the painting of motors after
overhaul, the colour scheme seems very elaborate ; I think
it would be much simpler to paint the date, say, inside the
machine or other convenient place. I entirely disagree
with the author as to soldered connections of field coils;
we do a great deal of soldering and never get any trouble
unless it is due to careless workmanship. It would be a
very costly affair if, say, the wire broke (while winding)
when a field coil was almost completed and had to be
scrapped because joints were prohibited. I can sympa-
thize with the author regarding the annoyance caused
after an armature has been rewound with old coils, to
find that it breaks down immediately on being put to work
or on test. We find in small armatures up to 10 h.p. that
it is almost as cheap to rewind with new material; the
completed job is infinitely more satisfactory to the repairer
and more reliable to his client. I cannot agree with the
author's statement that ball bearings should be avoided.
To my mind, when properly installed and of ample size
they form an ideal arrangement for either direct or belted
drives, but I would not use them with pinion drives, the
best arrangement for the latter being a ball or roller bear-
ing at the commutator end and a solid bearing at the
pinion end. Some makers put this type of motor on the
market. I am much in favour of systematic inspection as
the best means of preventing breakdowns, more especially
where no skilled labour is employed to look after the
motors. Such inspection as the various insurance com-
panies undertake is to be recommended, the cost of the
same being very low.

Professor D. ROBERTSON : The author refers to trouble Pr?fei8or

from fracture at the leads to the hold-on coils in motor
starters. I have had similar trouble in other small appa-
ratus, and in some cases I have been definitely able to
trace it to the use of soldering pastes " absolutely
guaranteed not to corrode" the wires. For all small
work, at least, nothing but resin should be permitted as
a soldering flux. I can sympathize with the author in
his complaint about the design of starters. Some years
ago I had occasion to purchase a very special starter-
regulator requiring an unusually great resistance. Although
it was made by a firm of the very best repute and cost
almost as much as the motor itself, we found when it
arrived that the iron strapping used for the frame was
so weak that it had yielded during transport and that
the rheostat was consequently full of short-circuits. Quite
recently another machine was wrecited under circum-
stances in which it would probably have been saved if
the starter lever had not failed to fly back. In my
opinion, in all except the smallest starters the lever ought
not to be held directly by the magnet, but by means of
a trigger, so that much more powerful springs can be
employed. There is also much room for improvement
in the details of the pivot and spring. The author's
mode of fixing the starter on a wooden batten does
not seem to me to be quite safe. Some time ago I
almost had a fire caused by a starter fixed in that way,
which I had previously considered safe. Of course, with
an ordinary fly-back starter there seems little likelihood
of its being overheated for a sufficient length of time
to get a dangerous temperature at the wood, but one

Robertson.
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Professor must remember that probably the majority of fires are
Robertson. s t a r t e d i n w a y s thought to be impossible. It would be

better to space out the starter a few inches in front of
the asbestos sheet.

Mr. Joseph, Mr. H. JOSEPH (in reply) : I regret that I have no figures
for the cost of maintenance of different sizes of motors,
and I agree with Mr. Proctor that such figures would have
been very interesting if available. The arrangement we
have adopted is to keep the cost of labour and material
for motor repairs in a " Motor Repairs Account," and
not in a separate account of the repairs to each different
motor or size of motor. While the latter account would
be very interesting, the labour and clerical work involved
would be out of all proportion to the value of the record.
We are satisfied on the point that the smaller motors
cost more to repair, in proportion, than the larger ones
for the reasons indicated in the paper. Regarding the
suggestion that the costs are not original costs, to a
certain extent what Mr. Proctor says is correct, but the
system we work on is this. Upon reference to Table 3
it will be observed that in the year 1915 we added seven
motors ; it does not necessarily follow that this is the
actual number of motors installed during this year, in
fact it was 19, but 12 were disconnected; the figure
represents the difference between the motors put in, and
those taken out or transferred to another place. Some-
times a customer requires a motor taken out and a larger
machine installed ; in that case the motor is taken into
stock, and cleaned, until it is required for some other
drive, when it goes out again at a written-down price.
In this way we have motors going out at much lower
rates than they were originally bought for, and the net
increase in capital costs may be very low or even a
negative quantity. I am interested to note that Bristol
docs not maintain any motors.

In regard to the question of liability in the event of a
breakdown, we never dispute this, although we know there
is a certain amount of risk that a man may treat the motor
badly, but we are prepared to take this risk, in the same
way as insurance companies have to take risks. The
consumer looks upon it as a sort of insurance, and of
course the risk is really allowed for in our hire charges.
I understand that the hire rates at Bristol are about half
those at Hawick. I admit that we charge high rates at
Hawick, but of course we endeavour to earn a dividend for
our shareholders, whereas with a Corporation I believe
the idea is first of all to satisfy the customer. We have
always undertaken the maintenance, but more than half
the motors in Hawick are owned by consumers, and we
are therefore able to judge as to what attention hired
motors receive as compared with the former. Our
experience is that there is very little difference in this
respect, at any rate as regards the larger users. We
endeavour to get the owner to appoint one man to look
after the motor in a particular department, and to make
that man responsible for it. Our idea is that the man
knows that if the motor breaks down, the mill, or a section
of the mill, will be stopped, and his desire to prevent
such an occurrence is usually sumcient inducement to make
him endeavour to prevent a breakdown occurring from
neglect or carelessness.

In reply to Mr. Okell the maximum size of motors let
on hire is 50 horse-power. I regret I cannot give him

any figures showing what items of repairs cost the most. Mr
For 1915, deducting brushes, labour represents about half
the cost of maintenance.

Regarding Mr. Okell's and Mr. McWhirter's remarks
about soldered field connections, I am interested to note
what their experience has been on the subject, but while
I am prepared to agree that it would be much easier to
make a soldered joint if such were satisfactory, I have
always been given to understand that they should be
avoided. If Mr. McWhirter as a manufacturer has found
soldered joints satisfactory, he is in a much better position
to judge than I am.

Mr. Crinks raises the question of motors for damp
places. I do not know whether he is aware of the sort
of places that one sometimes has to put motors into, and
the class of machinery they have to drive in an industry
like that at Hawick, but I would mention that in a Scotch
milling house the atmosphere contains a large amount
of steam and moisture, and sometimes also acid, which
would be destructive of anything that could be used in
the construction of a motor. In these circumstances, and
as we do not wish to supply special motors for special
jobs, we prefer to install an ordinary motor outside the
house and to extend the motor shaft through the wall,
since we feel it is better to do this than to supply a
totally enclosed motor, and even then run the risk of the
motor getting corroded.

Mr. McWhirter asks if we use a drying stove. We do
not, but the building is steam heated, and a fairly high
local temperature can be obtained when necessary for
drying purposes. There are no wiring contractors at
Hawick, and as we are some 50 miles from Carlisle and
Edinburgh—the two nearest large towns—we are not
troubled by manufacturers wanting to advise a consumer.
Our motors have been bought from a number of different
makers, who no doubt are satisfied to receive orders from
us rather than to deal with the customers direct. The
objection to short-circuiting a coil in a wave-wound
armature is the difficulty in an emergency of finding
the two ends of the coil. It is of course quite pos-
sible to short-circuit the coil with a piece of wire,
but it is an operation that we prefer to carry out in
the shop if possible. We do not give our men a list
of colours, and it is not our intention to adopt
an elaborate colour scheme, but the idea of the
different colours is to give a rough guide as to how
long a motor has been running, i.e. whether it has
been running for some time or has only recently been
done up. I agree with what Mr. McWhirter says about
the danger of undercutting the mica to too great an
extent. Of course, if a motor has been running very well,
we should not cut the mica at all; but we have certainly
found in a large number of cases of machines described
by the customer as bad motors, that there was nothing
really amiss beyond the mica being rather high, and when
this had been recessed the motor ran excellently. I agree
that the mica should not be cut too deep ; 1/32 in. is ample.

I am afraid my remarks about ball-bearings have been
somewhat misunderstood. I did not mean to suggest that
ball bearings were unsatisfactory ; our objection to them
is purely a local one, due to the length of time required
for effecting a repair. For instance, it would probably
take about three hours to take out the armature of a
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tfr. Joseph. 30-h.p. motor, as we should have to take off the end
shields, which wouldibe a lengthy process. We have some
motors in use with ball bearings, and the proportion
of troubles has been quite as great as with the other type ;
we feel that the time and labour required to remove
the end shields of a motor with ball bearings outweigh
any advantage which may be obtained from their use,
especially as we have sometimes found it necessary to
send for a new bearing.

In regard to inspection, about four years ago I deter-
mined to have all the motors inspected, as I thought this
was the proper thing to do. Our experience, however,
proved most unfortunate, as we often found that probably
a fortnight after a man had called a motor broke down,
although the machine appeared to have been running
satisfactorily when he inspected it. We are now getting
the consumer to let us know when anything appears to be
amiss. We estimate that a monthly inspection of all hired
motors would increase our maintenance costs by nearly
50 per cent.

Professor Robertson's remarks on the question of starters
are very interesting. We use a preparation which has
been adopted extensively and is known as asbestos cement.
It is a very hard and tough material, and is an excellent

insulator for covering starter boards. This asbestos cement Mr. Joseph.
is about 3/16 in. thick. Of course, we do not issue any
starters which do not include hold-over coils. I was
interested in Professor Robertson's remarks about the
framework of starters frequently being too light. I have
experienced similar troubles myself, and I believe it is
now becoming quite a standard practice in most towns
where this business is carried on to have iron fixing boards
drilled with standard holes. I consider this to be an
excellent arrangement, but I do not think it could be
adopted in a town like Hawick, until there is some
form of recognized standard starter ; at present there are
all sorts and sizes of starters. For a flexible arrangement
I do not see any real objection to our arrangement of
mounting them on a wooden board plugged flat on the
wall and covered with asbestos cement, and this arrange-
ment also looks satisfactory. I do not think there will
be many cases of trouble such as Professor Robertson
mentions. He also asks whether maintenance charges in-
clude all the labour, and whether a man's time is charged to
the job when he is called away temporarily from some other
work to assist. We keep one man who spends nearly all his
time on motor repairs, and when other men are called off
other jobs to assist, their time is properly allocated.
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London Electrical Engineers,

R.E.
Divisional Engineers, R.N.D.
Royal Engineers
Northumberland Fusiliers
Army Service Corps

• See pages 307 and 404.

Rank.
Captain

Major
Captain
Captain
Lieutenant
2nd Lieut.

2nd Lieut.

Lieutenant
2nd Lieut.
Captain
Captain

2nd Corpl.
Captain
2nd Lieut.
2nd Lieut.

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS— continued.

Nil inc. Corps, etc. Rank.
Church, H. Essex (Fortress) R.E. Sergeant
Davies, L. H. Royal Garrison Artillery 2nd Lieut.
Dinham-Peren, A. Royal Engineers Lieutenant

E. H.
Ellis, M. I. W. Cheshire Brigade, R.F.A. Captain
Ellis, T. Argyll and Sutherland High- Captain.

landers
Empson, A. W. Motor Machine Gun Service Sergeant
Ewer, G. G. Essex Regt. Major
Gibson, J. S. Royal Sussex Regt. 2nd Lieut.
Goulden, C. H. Royal Garrison Artillery Lieutenant
Grace, C. B. Kent (Fortress) R.E. Major
Hayward, C. H. Royal Naval Air Service Flight Sub-

Lieut.
Jones, J. G. Royal Fusiliers Lieutenant
Lefroy, H. P. T. Royal Engineers Major
Lewis, W. R. Royal Flying Corps 2nd Lieut.
Manners-Smith, Royal Garrison Artillery Lieutenant

J.A.
Martin, L. C. East Anglian R.G.A. 2nd Lieut.
Masters, F. H. London Electrical Engineers, Major

R.E.
Matravers, F. G. Royal Navy Eng. Lieut-
Nelson, G. D. Royal Naval Air Service lieutenant
Owen, L. Provisional Battalion Sergeant
Palmer, J. H. Royal Fusiliers Lieutenant
Payne, F. G. Lincolnshire Regt. Captain
Powell, C. Lowland Divisional R.E. Lieutenant




